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Biotechnology companies are engineering regulatory T cells to help protect the body from friendly fire. Regulatory T cells are rare, difficult to grow in the laboratory and prone to sudden identity ...
Creating T cells to guard against autoimmune disease
Researchers have discovered a new gene therapy that will help treat children born with AADC deficiency. The gene therapy could also pave way for improving population health management.
Gene Therapy Improves Neurological Disease, Population Health Management
Patients can now prioritize whether durable responses to treatment or avoiding certain side effects are more valuable to them.
No One-Size-Fits-All First-Line Treatment for Mantle Cell Lymphoma
A study published in the British Medical Journal found those who ate junk food five times a day were 80 times more likely to get IBD than those on a healthy diet.
Eating junk once a day may raise risk of inflammatory bowel disease by two-thirds
A new drug to treat kidney complications of diabetes has gained regulatory approval in the United States, potentially giving people with diabetes a badly needed treatment.
Kerendia, Drug for Diabetic Kidney Disease, Gets FDA Approval
Understanding your risk for developing atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease (ASCVD) plays an important role in deciding whether to start statin ...
Calcium scores can help statin therapy decisions
A toddler applying bolognese sauce like lotion, a meme about anxiety and then an ad for a chin lifting mask with eight active ingredients for which I can buy now and pay later. A bowl of shallot pasta ...
Ear wands, nerve machines and 'pussy mist': I asked medical experts whether I should buy the miracle cures I see in my Instagram ads
Substantially more people in the U.S. with opioid use disorder are receiving evidence-based treatment for the disease, but there are still considerable gaps in care along racial lines, according to ...
More Americans are receiving addiction treatment, but gaps persist
Dr. Jack A. Ragheb as Senior Vice President, Translational ScienceMatt Schiller, Head of Business Development GAITHERSBURG, Md., July 14, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- NexImmune, Inc. (Nasdaq: NEXI), a ...
NexImmune Strengthens Management Team with Key Appointments
I agree with Gary Norman that substance use disorder (SUD) is a treatable disease and that stigma continues unabated. However, I disagree with his commentary on two points.
Drug treatment: Points of agreement and difference
Researchers say the naturally produced molecule could help curb brain inflammation that is often the culprit behind the cognitive consequences of the deadly disease.
Scientists Pin Down Special Molecule That May Help Combat Alzheimer s Disease
Bacteria's role in gut health has received a lot of attention in recent years. But new research led by scientists at University of Utah Health shows that fungi-;another microorganism that lives within ...
Fungi that live in the gut may be equally important in health and disease
For patients with pancreatic ductal adenocarcinomas (PDAC), molecular imaging can improve staging and clinical management of the disease, according to research published in the June issue of The ...
Molecular imaging improves staging and treatment of pancreatic ductal adenocarcinomas
A new study says that treating iron deficiency therapy may improve outcomes in patients with chronic kidney disease, even if they don

t have anemia.

Iron Therapy May Help Broader Group of Patients With Kidney Disease
Jul (Heraldkeepers) -- insightSLICE has announced the addition of the "Sickle Cell Disease Treatment" Market Report 2021-2031 Production, Sales ...
Sickle Cell Disease Treatment Market to Witness Tremendous Growth in Forecasted Period 2021-2031 ¦ Novartis AG, Pfizer Inc., bluebird bio
Treatment options to consider Treatment of sickle cell focuses on preventing and treating complications associated with the disease ... Quality Management and Medical Partnerships at DKMS BMST ...
World Sickle Cell Day: Symptoms and treatment options for Sickle Cell Disease
Shoreline Biosciences, Inc. (Shoreline), a biotechnology company developing intelligently designed allogeneic off-the-shelf, standardized, and targeted induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) derived ...
Shoreline Biosciences Strengthens Senior Management Team With Three Key Hires
The MarketWatch News Department was not involved in the creation of this content. Jul (Heraldkeepers) -- Fabry Disease (also known as Anderson Fabry Disease) is a progressive X linked inherited ...
Fabry Disease - Competitive Market Research Report with Size, Share, Value, CAGR, Outlook, Analysis, Latest Updates, Data, and News 2021-2028
This can not only lead to fewer appropriate diagnoses, but also treatment recommendations ... misdiagnosed or undiagnosed, I didn't realize there was a name for what I was experiencing or that it was ...
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